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Sierra Leone

In Sierra Leone, We're going on a feild trip to the Chimpanzee Sanctuary. It will take about half an hour to get

there and we have the students from Annie Walsh Memorial School.

When we got to the Sanctuary, Bobby hit Noun when we were getting off the bus and we had to rush

him to the nearest Noun . On the way there everyone was worrying and Bekka tripped over the

Noun and took out a tooth. Now, there were only 13 students left, what could go wrong? We got

through the santuary gates without any trouble, when Luis knocked over a Noun of Noun then

Jonathan slipped over the spilt Noun . Isabelle cried, Jordan Noun and Shane was having a

nervous breakdown. We finally arrived at the Chimpanzee Santuary and the oldest Chimp named Noun

all over Ryan. We had to call 5 of the parents to pick up their children. Now, with only 8 students left, we went

on to the Lion Sanctuary. "Oh what fun, let's see what happens this time", called one of the students. We got

there and Austin was talking to the lion, he said, "; Hey little Noun watcha doin', you wanna come to my

house?"; While we tried to pry Austin away from the Lion, Kamal fell into a big pile of Noun . While

we tried to get Kamal to stop crying, Austin tried to sneak away with the Panda in the next Sanctuary and we had

to call his mother to come and pick him up! Since we now only had 7 students left, we decided to go on back to

school. Inside the bus, we found a Noun sitting on one of the bus seats while eating another. So we

decided just to walk back to school. Just our luck, it started to rain. Then, Kyle started to Noun when

Myah tried to calm him down! Soon enough we got back to school and we had a pop- quiz waiting for us when

we



got back.

Calista looked up and screamed, "; This has been the WORST day ever, just get me out of this school!";.
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